Broilers with Taste
Sustainable chicken takes flight

An exploration towards sustainable production and consumption of broilers
“Sustainability is the future for livestock farming.” The Dutch poultry sector has a reputation of being the ringleader in innovation. Responding to the sustainability trend offers opportunities to remain in the league of world-class players.”

Once upon a time …
Whereas wild fowl was originally a forest animal, chickens have been living together with humans for thousands of years. From South-East Asia they slowly conquered the world – Julius Caesar (100 – 44 BC) already spotted them in Europe. From exclusive gift to land lease money, as a means to drive out the devil and as status symbol: the chicken was and is all that! Most farms had a few chickens, to provide eggs and meat or as a means of exchange. Since the industrial revolution, poultry farming has been professionalised continuously, especially for the export of meat and eggs to urban populations in surrounding countries.

… today …
Currently, the poultry industry is divided into a poultry meat and an egg production sector. ‘Broilers with Taste’, the project described in this brochure, deals with the poultry meat production sector. This sector consists of modern, specialised enterprises that each play an important role in the production process: from hatcheries to farming, from processing to packaging.

Chicken is the second most popular type of meat in the Netherlands after pork. We annually consume an average of 20 kilo’s of chicken meat per person. The favourable price, the low fat content and the versatile ways of preparation make chicken, especially the fillet, a welcome item on any menu.

… and in the future!
There are many reasons why chicken will remain one of the most popular forms of animal protein worldwide:
- Broilers can efficiently convert feed to meat. Most of the environmental impact in the entire production chain is due to feed production. Chicken meat, therefore, has a relatively small ecological footprint. This is a positive aspect, considering the growing world population that is becoming more prosperous.
- Health issues will become even more important in the future, considering the increase in prosperity diseases such as obesity in Northwest Europe. Chicken can provide in the demand for healthy, high-protein and low-fat foods.
- People, who do not have easy access to the global food market to obtain meat, may be able to keep a few chickens for small-scale production of animal protein.

The meat sector has a gross production value of 728 million euro. In the Netherlands some 45 million broilers are being raised in approximately 700 companies.

Preface
The Dutch poultry sector faces the challenge of moving towards sustainability. To properly deal with societal concerns with respect to antibiotics resistance, animal welfare and environmental impact, food safety and whether poultry barns fit into the landscape. An effective and transparent realisation of all these aspects in the production chain is, ultimately, a precondition for economic survival and also offers possibilities for the sector to position itself on the international market.

‘Broilers with Taste’ shows us where those opportunities are. Two distinct concepts, the Sum of Parts and the Cardinal Point, each offer in their own way practical approaches to implement sustainability at farm level. They contain important sustainability elements that can be put into practice as a whole, today or in the future. Sustainability, after all, takes on not only one but many forms, depending on the entrepreneurs, the market and the location.

The poultry farmer cannot make the desired sustainability transition alone. This requires involvement of the entire chain, from breeding company to retailer and veterinarian. The complete picture must be just right in order to earn back the added value of a better product as well as a better production mode. This is where ‘Broilers with Taste’ outlines several interesting possibilities.

I am proud that so many from the poultry sector, in dialog with society, have been involved in the development of the ideas in this brochure. What sustainable poultry production will look like in practice, will be a journey that we will have to embark on together. The Dutch Commodity Product Board for Poultry and Eggs supports this exploration wholeheartedly. Please contact us via mvo@pve.nl to see how we can be of service to you.

Bart Jan Krouwel
Chairman, Dutch Commodity Product Board for Poultry and Eggs
Sustainability objectives

Realistic, inevitable, ambitious: Sustainability is all around us, but can be interpreted differently by any one of us. This flexibility, however, can also be considered a strength. The concept of sustainability adapts to the requirements of the times, societal concerns and prevailing circumstances.

During the first design workshop, parties from the entire production chain and societal organisations together determined which goals must be met to ensure sustainable broiler production. They shared the following definition:

“Broilers with Taste entails a delicious, safe and valued product originating from a valued, future-proof and profitable production system in which healthy animals are being raised under ideal animal welfare conditions in a very environmentally friendly way, embedded in a transparent production chain in which people like to work”

This vision formed the starting and end point of a joint design process. The challenge was to arrive at an integrated design: not to choose between objectives, but to unite them into a coherent whole. Only then the circle is closed and value is created.

Nine points that still can be improved on

Delicious, safe and valued products that tell their own story
Consumers often consider chicken as an anonymous bulk product without recognisable origin. To create added value, consumers need to appreciate the whole chicken instead of just the end product.
- Product safety remains a concern. The poultry sector has been working for years on the reduction of Salmonella and Campylobacter, with good results.
- The increase of antibiotics resistance in bacteria and the emergence of the so-called ESBL-producing bacteria are related to the significant use of antibiotics in (among others) broiler farming.

Clear to society, with communicable, attractive enterprises in a transparent chain
The consumer often does not know where his piece of chicken comes from, while confidence in the product and the way it is produced, is under pressure. Open exchange of information between the parts of the chain, can benefit the sustainability of the chain as a whole.

Robust and flexible
To withstand the test of time, the broiler farm will have to continually adapt to the changing demands of the environment.

Fitting in the landscape
Barns and stables currently used are often closed and fit poorly in the landscape. This is often met with criticism from local residents.

Economically profitable
People earn their living in broiler production. But chicken is, for the most part, a commodity, a product with which one can only compete based on price. Margins are low and highly dependent on the price of feed. Just like in the other parts of the chain, the dominant strategy in the poultry sector is to work with large numbers of chickens in order to obtain sufficient income from small margins.

Pleasant environment to work in. This applies to working conditions in the broiler farm and to cooperation and transparency in the rest of the chain
Hard work under difficult circumstances with very low wages: due to this image, the poultry sector has encountered difficulties to attract enough personnel. Especially fine dust particles and ammonia in the barns and capturing the chicks by hand are considerable working condition challenges.

Ideal animal welfare conditions. The chick and its parents can perform their natural behaviour and experience as little stress as possible
Current practice can be improved with respect to leg disorders, breast blisters, movement, capture and transport, as well as the almost constant feeling of hunger in broiler breeders.

Healthy animals, resilient animals
Health problems are related to barn climate and rapid growth of the animal, in combination with the quality of the feed.

Environmental impact is equal to or less than in conventional broiler farming
Life cycle assessments (LCAs) show that much of the environmental impact – especially land and energy use – is caused by the production of feed. Fast-growing animals receiving the same feed are therefore considered ‘more environmentally friendly’ than slower-growing animals. Environmental impact on the individual barn-level is caused by ammonia, fine dust particles and odour.
The chain in motion

One small adjustment for sustainability in the chain will not be enough. Sustainability in poultry production is a shared responsibility throughout the chain that many are already working on. Some sustainability objectives can be easily achieved by improving the poultry barn itself. Most points, however, require action and change in different parts of the chain, or in the market.

Where in the chain lie opportunities for sustainability?

1. **Consumer.** Organic, Fair Trade, or Animal Welfare labels: the trend towards sustainable consumption is here to stay. By eating all parts of the sustainably produced chicken, rather than only the fillet, the incurred additional costs can be distributed over a larger part of the chicken. Sustainable consumption, thereby, becomes more accessible to a wider audience (page 8).

2. **Retail, processor, slaughter.** Tasty convenience products that are produced from all parts of a sustainably raised chicken at a reasonable price make it very tempting for the consumer to opt for sustainable products. Within the framework of 'Broilers with Taste', a number of attractive product concepts have been developed and tested (pages 8 – 10).

3. **Broiler farmer.** A sustainable product requires a sustainable broiler housing system. 'Broilers with Taste' has developed two concepts: the Sum of Parts (page 13) and the Cardinal Point (page 17). Both designs meet the requirements of the animal, the poultry farmer, the citizen/consumer and the environment. Both designs allow for adaptations. Ultimately, the entrepreneurs in the chain decide which design best suits their situation and market concept.

4. **Breeding company.** The common broiler breed is optimised for the production of meat at the expense of animal health and welfare of the chick itself and of its parents. Health and welfare are aided greatly when a chick can perform its natural behaviour. The chick must, however, be allowed to do so. This is why a slower growing chick is essential for the welfare objectives of the project. It is also more robust, leading to fewer health problems. Moreover, slower growth offers opportunities for the use of more environmentally friendly and less costly feed – their longer life does not necessarily lead to a higher environmental impact. Breeding farms could further optimise breeds genetically.

5. **(Grand) Parent stock and hatchery.** The parts of the chain preceding the primary farm are crucial for the technical performance and the health of broilers. Sustainable cooperation and information exchange between these parts of the chain can lead to a better overall supply chain result with fewer antibiotics.

6. **Feed.** Different feed with less energy, more structure and alternative, as much as possible regionally grown, protein sources can reduce the environmental impact of poultry production. The diet contributes to the development of the digestive system of a slow growing animal and improves the uptake of nutrients. The common – environmentally harmful – soy can be replaced by sustainably grown soy, field beans, meat and bone meal or insect meal, and in the longer term perhaps by grass components.

7. **Veterinarians.** The use of antibiotics in the commercial broiler sector will have to change from preventative to curative. Veterinarians play an important role in changing the mind-set of poultry farmers, which is needed to further realise this change. One way in which they can fulfil their role as independent health management consultant is by not being rewarded for the sale of antibiotics.
The market

Demand becomes more sustainable …

Sustainability counts, in the Netherlands and in the countries that surround us. And as said before: everyone interprets sustainability differently. To some, the product must be regionally produced, others choose maximum animal welfare or organic, and still others believe that environmental impact is decisive, or a combination of all these. The emphasis varies between countries. In the Netherlands, animal welfare is a hot topic; in Great Britain many products contain labels that include their ecological footprint, while Germany prefers local products. All market segments that claim sustainability are growing in spite of the economic recession. And businesses eagerly respond.

…but supply only reluctantly follows

For chicken, the market of sustainable products in the Netherlands is limited. An important factor is the price difference between conventional and (much) more sustainable chicken. Samuel Levie of the Green Peas: “The Dutch consumer does not understand why an organic fillet can be up to six times more expensive than discount meat. This is hard to explain!”

The Green Peas, a Dutch agency that combines knowledge of food and advice on sustainability, has been commissioned by ‘Broilers with Taste’ to explore market opportunities for sustainable chicken products. With a taste test and discussions with various parties from retail and out-of-home market and with consumers in the supermarket. They have also enlisted the network of young food professionals from the ‘Youth Food Movement’ to generate ideas. The product concepts that emerged have been further developed in a food lab and have been tested (and approved). The full report (in Dutch) can be viewed at: www.pluimveemetsmaak.nl

Legs and wings

Each broiler has two fillets, plus two legs and two wings. The fillet generates most of the money. The rest of the animal sells at much lower prices, mostly in neighbouring countries. The art of making money off of the entire animal is called ‘carcass value optimisation’. For more sustainable production modes, carcass value optimisation is especially difficult because not every market values sustainability in the same way. This is why the added costs are mainly earned back on the fillet, which becomes disproportionately expensive. This is a known and persistent problem for any alternative initiative. Because working sustainably requires using the entire chicken, including bones and wings. The pieces containing bone must, therefore, look attractive, be easily accessible and reasonably priced to reach a broad audience.

What does a chicken yield?

Left a chicken with normal proportions of the various parts. Right a chicken according to the proportions of the economic value of the parts. The fillet is of most value to the farmer.

Whose move is it?

Yet another sustainable chicken (fillet) product that competes with existing initiatives for store shelf space? With the product lines ‘WERELDelen’, ‘Vleeswaarden’ and ‘Kip Culinar’ we suggest a different flight path. For this to be successful requires audacity, sound agreements and sustainable partnerships in the entire production chain, from primary production to slaughter, processing and distribution channels. The sustainability claims of the product must be in accordance with the broiler housing system (pages 13 – 21). And they must be recognisable and verifiable by the consumer. In addition to Animal welfare and Environmental labels, labels for antibiotics-free and local products offer opportunities to tune in to what the consumer considers important. From our experience with the Roundel™ we have learned that value can be added when poultry farmers actually open their doors to the public: the story behind the chicken will be appreciated again.

The product lines offer the processing industry ample opportunities to increase added value. There are certainly enough challenges, such as trimming the bone pieces or to tune the cooking time of the different parts. Retail has the key to distribution. With a clever launch time supported by effective marketing, these unique products can be assured of a flying start. And for the out-of-home market, such as caterers and fast food chains, pre-cooked, processed products can be of interest and can also save on working hours.
Fair sharing, using all parts
To achieve a sustainable chicken product in considerable volumes, a better carcass value optimisation is essential. Fair sharing works better when using all parts (of the chicken). We can call on consumers to eat other chicken parts as well, instead of only the fillet. The question is how effective this would be. It seems better to produce sustainable products from the undervalued (bone) parts of the chicken that are in tune with the consumer trends convenience, health and taste. And to help consumers in their behaviour towards eliminating this barrier to sustainability. The chefs of the Green Peas have developed a number of product concepts that fit this trend:

• WERELDelen is Fair Trade, animal friendly and good for the environment. Uses local knowledge from other cultures that know how to enjoy cooking using the extra flavourful parts of the chicken.
• Vleeswaarden is produced from those parts of the chicken that are considered 'left-overs'. Moreover, Vleeswaarden chickens are allowed more room, do not receive antibiotics and grow up in an environmentally friendly barn.
• Kip Culinar uses bones and wings of slow-growing chickens that are produced locally.

Design according to needs
Sustainable chicken brought to the market must be produced in a genuinely sustainable manner. In the 'Broilers with Taste' design workshops, we outlined nine more specific objectives (pages 4 – 5). Many of these apply to the fulfilment of needs: those of the chick, the poultry farmer and the consumer. A sustainable system meets all these needs and requirements.

Below, we discuss the most important needs and requirements from the perspective of the chick, the poultry farmer, the environment, as well as citizens and consumers.

What does the broiler need?
Broilers still perform behaviour that is imprinted from the wild fowl that lived in the forest. Their needs originate from this behaviour. For instance, they will search for elevated resting areas that keep them safe from predators. And they still like to forage in the litter even if there is enough food in the feed line. Because this is what chickens do!

All needs at a glance
Chickens, including broilers want:
• good and sufficient food
• good and sufficient drink
• to forage and scratch
• to stay healthy (absence of disease, avoiding injuries)
• to explore their surroundings
• to interact with other chicks
• to feel safe
• to reproduce (although the broiler does not get around to that)
• to rest comfortably
• to preen their bodies and plumage
• to get enough exercise
• a pleasant living environment, not too warm or too cold, with plenty of fresh air
• to dispose of their manure

Does being outside make chicks happy?
Fresh air, daylight, foraging and exploring: an outdoor free-range area can meet the different needs of the chick all at once. This would be an excellent solution that also appeals to the consumer. However, it increases the risk of animal diseases. But do we know if a chick necessarily wants to be outside? A chick may be quite happy being inside, but would perhaps be much happier when she can go outside as well. This is why the designs contain, in any case, a covered free-range. The designs make it easy to let the chicks forage in the open-air as well, if the farmer or the market so requires.
What does the poultry farmer need?
Every entrepreneur is different. Yet, they all have some needs in common:
- A poultry farmer earns his income with meat production. To be able to do this in the long term, his business must continue to develop. This requires investments.
- The poultry farmer preferably decides for himself how to develop the business and which market he serves. Within the preconditions set by the local environment.
- Good working conditions that contribute to good health.
- Varied work that is sufficiently challenging.
- Normal working hours, allowing time off once in a while.
- Societal appreciation. For example by a fair price for the product.

These needs translate into the following specific design requirements:
- Sufficient income generated by sufficient revenues from the market and, where possible, lower costs.
- Good overview on the animals, all areas of the business are easily accessible.
- Good climate, the poultry farmer can enter the stable without a dust mask.
- Flexible setup in order to serve different markets.

How to balance the environment?
Compared to other forms of meat production, conventional broiler production is relatively environmentally friendly. The production of feed has the greatest impact on the environment, especially due to land use and tillage, acidification and fertiliser production. A slow-growing chick will eat more food during its entire life. The environment, however, does not necessarily have to be negatively affected. A slower growing animal can also handle different food. The aim is to keep the environmental impact along the entire production chain at least equal to that of current conventional broiler production.

Locally, at the broiler housing level, the important issues are energy consumption, ammonia emission, fine dust particles and odour, as well as fitting into the landscape. This places the following requirements on the design:
- The emitted air is just as clean or cleaner than the air entering the barn – this applies to ammonia, fine dust particles and odour.
- The housing system is energy neutral: it generates as much energy as it consumes.
- Wastes such as manure can be re-used efficiently in order to add ecological and economic value.
- The housing system makes a positive contribution to the environment: local residents and passers-by feel that the business enhances the local surroundings.

What does the citizen-consumer want?
Citizens are also consumers. And they often compromise between their ideals and the price at the checkout counter. Despite consumer differences, some common needs can be identified with respect to the product itself and the mode of production. These are taken into account in the design:
- Affordable food prices
- Tasty, fresh and convenient products
- Safe and healthy products with high nutritional values that are free from pathogens such as Salmonella, Campylobacter or ESBL-producing bacteria.
- Good production conditions that can be verified with respect to animal welfare, environmental impact, origin of the product, fair trade and minimal use of antibiotics.

Brief of Requirements for the broiler
For the broiler, we have translated all these needs to specific requirements on the housing system, based on scientific literature. This is the Brief of Requirements for the broiler. These requirements have been incorporated into the design. This is why the designs differ from those of conventional broiler farms. The most important differences:
- A different type of chick that can grow more slowly and is, therefore, more resistant to diseases. A chick that is able to fulfil its behavioural needs. Conventional broilers are not able to do so anymore because they are selected for their meat-making potential. They have problems walking longer distances or perching. Their parents are chronically hungry. They are predisposed to overeating but are not allowed to do so because they would not lay enough eggs.
- Upon hatching from the egg, the chick has direct access to fresh food and water.
- More room for foraging, wing flapping, playing and running. By the time they are fully-grown, there are a maximum of eleven chicks per m² instead of twenty.
- A varied environment for various needs, such as shelter, rest and foraging.
- A natural day-night rhythm.
- An environment that keeps animals healthy and that prevents the occurrence of hock burns, footpad lesions and breast blisters.
- As little stress and damage to chicks during capture and transport as possible.

Facts & figures
- The barn is approximately 100 meters across, roof ridge height 9.2 meters, eaves height 3 meters.
- Chicks are visible to the public.
- Chicks grow more slowly (≥ 8 weeks).
- Different age groups are present at the same time.
- Chicks have twice as much space than is commonly available.
- Male and female broilers are fattened up separately; there are 6 segments, each with a separate section for 4,250 male broilers and 4,250 hens.
- Male chicks get the space abandoned by the hens.
- Each week, 4,250 male broilers and 4,250 hens are delivered.
- At any time, between 68,000 and 72,250 chicks are living within the system.
- There are 4 nurseries, each with 8,500 chicks.
- The open outer ring has natural ventilation.
- The central core is regulated by positive pressure.
- The covered free-range offers possibilities for outdoor access.
- Foraging, eating, drinking and resting take place in separate areas.
- The litter is frequently refreshed and therefore always clean.
- Antibiotics are rarely needed.
- The animals are transported out of the system on conveyor belts.
- The barn offers work to one and a half fulltime workers.

Young and old together
Space for chicks and at the same time using space efficiently. Utilising residual heat, instead of releasing it into the outdoor air. An open production system to show what is going on. Ensuring the public that operations will be continued in the same way, even when nobody is watching. The Sum of Parts is doing just that.

Eggs hatch each week and each week chicks are delivered. While they are still very small, they live in a safe, secure environment in the central core where pathogens will have no chance. When they get bigger and can better withstand variation in the environment, they are moved to one of the exterior segments that offer all the space and facilities that they need, no matter how big they get. Skylights in the roof and a completely open front facing the exterior, offer daylight and night darkness...

The chicks grow more slowly than usual and can, therefore, perform their natural behaviour such as foraging, dust bathing, perching, even when they have obtained the right weight. Male chicks continue to grow more efficiently than females, that grow fat at a younger age. Male chicks may, therefore, stay for another week – they yield a heavier product. During that last week after the hens have been removed, the males will also have more space available.

The Sum of Parts
The Sum of Parts offers spaces for every age: four nurseries in the centre for the young chicks, and six segments – each with two living areas for the older chicks – around it.

Thorough cleaning is essential in order to reduce the occurrence of pathogens. The rinse water is cleaned in the surrounding reed circle.

After three weeks, the male and female broilers are separately moved to one of the twelve segments in the outer ring (3). These contain all the features a broiler needs. When the hens are ready for slaughter, they are transferred from their living quarters to the slaughterhouse using a conveyor belt system (4).

Thorough cleaning is essential in order to reduce the occurrence of pathogens. The rinse water is cleaned in the surrounding reed circle.

The warmth of the older chicks is reused for the younger chicks in the nursery. The rounded shape and the chimney-effect draw the warm air to the roof ridge in the middle of the building, where heat exchangers transfer the heat to the incoming air for the chicks.

Eggs that are nearly hatched, arrive at the nursery (1): a super clean and warm area where the chicks, after hatching, immediately have food and drink available and where they are selected on sex (2). The incoming fresh air is filtered to remove pathogens. A slight positive pressure prevents contamination by other routes. The poultry farmer must observe strict hygiene and shower regularly.

Supply and removal, storage of feed and manure, climate systems and visitor area are located in the interior street. The glass walls offer visitors a clear view on the nurseries and living areas.

Daylight enters through the skylights in the roof and via the covered free-range that is closed with windbreak netting only. Expansion with a completely outdoor free-range is possible, if desired.

Eggs that are nearly hatched, arrive at the nursery (1): a super clean and warm area where the chicks, after hatching, immediately have food and drink available and where they are selected on sex (2). The incoming fresh air is filtered to remove pathogens. A slight positive pressure prevents contamination by other routes. The poultry farmer must observe strict hygiene and shower regularly.

After three weeks, the male and female broilers are separately moved to one of the twelve segments in the outer ring (3). These contain all the features a broiler needs. When the hens are ready for slaughter, they are transferred from their living quarters to the slaughterhouse using a conveyor belt system (4).

The male chicks get the vacant half as extra living space until they too are ready for slaughter one week later (5).
Design of the outer ring
Each compartment in the outer ring contains all the facilities that a broiler needs: food and water, perches, sufficient space and material for foraging, playing and for occasional dust bathing.

Cleaning: chicks are doing it themselves
Chicks clean the foraging area on the barn floor themselves. The floors are sloped and the litter including the manure collected by the foraging chick slowly rolls down towards the lowest part where it is removed via a conveyor belt system. Fresh or cleaned litter is supplied through the raised sides. This way there is minimal contact between the chicks and their own manure.

Stress-free transport
In the Sum of Parts, chicks are allowed ample time to grow. The area is as stress-free as possible and there is minimal contact with human hands. This is good for the animal and the final meat quality. The day before transport, the perches are winched up. At night, while the chicks are resting on raised conveyor belts, these belts are locked at the sides. In the morning, when the chicks wake up, the belt slowly transports the chicks outside, directly into a truck that is equipped with conveyor belts as well. The chicks that have spent the night in the lower area are gently led to the conveyor belt and transported in the same manner.

The females are brought to slaughter sooner than the male broilers, because the growth of their muscle mass stops earlier. But both males and females are transported out of the barn the same way. This process is repeated twice each week, always in a different segment. This is why the Sum of Parts can deliver fresh chickens each week. This way a special market segment can be addressed more easily, and it is possible to quickly tune in to a specific demand.

The Cardinal Point

Ancient principle
Broilers that always enjoy fresh air and a comfortable temperature. And at the same time reducing the use of fossil fuel energy to a large extent, while being as transparent as possible to the public.
This is all possible in the Cardinal Point. By applying an ancient construction principle in a new way: building with the rear into the prevailing wind direction. The prevailing southwest wind in the Netherlands provides the primary ventilation and cooling for the Cardinal Point. The unique shape produces much effect using little energy by cleverly applying different physical principles (the Coandã effect and the Venturi effect).

In the Cardinal Point, chicks are allowed more space as they grow. When chicks are small, they live in a safe, secure environment under an incubator hood at a convenient working height for the poultry farmer. As they grow, they will have the entire space at their disposal – with covered free-range, enrichment, places to hide and trees. Because the chicks grow more slowly than usual, they can perform their natural behaviours like foraging, dust bathing and perching. In short, due to the variation in climate and living environment, each chick can choose where it feels most at home: cozy and warm or open and fresh.

Facts & figures
- The main structure is 20.5 meters wide, 90 meters long and 4.5 – 11.5 meters high.
- The barn has room for 30,000 chicks.
- Chicks have twice as much space available than usual.
- Chicks grow more slowly (≥ 8 weeks).
- All chicks are the same age.
- Chicks enjoy the freedom to find a climate comfortable to them.
- Chicks have separate areas for foraging, eating, drinking and resting.
- The chicks are visible to the public.
- The incubator hood is heated and adjustable in height.
- The covered foraging area is high with the possibility for a free-range under trees.
- The litter is frequently refreshed and therefore always clean.
- Antibiotics are rarely needed.
- The animals are transported out of the system on conveyor belts.
- The barn offers work to one half-time worker.
Variations on the Cardinal Point that combine plant crop production with broilers are possible. For example, by simply planting fruit or nut trees adjacent to the barn. Or more radically, by building a greenhouse directly adjoining the covered foraging area. This way, heat and nutrients can be exchanged between the two systems – which closes the cycle even further. Special attention, however, must be paid to the transmission of pathogens. A solution is offered by a helophyte filter that reuses biomass to generate energy, as a buffer between both cultivation systems. The combination of broiler and plant crop production also offers market opportunities. For example, by processing part of the nuts, herbs, fruits and vegetables grown on the farm in a WERELDelen™ meal.

The Cardinal Point during the first two weeks: from the last few days in the egg until about two weeks of age, the chicks live on raised conveyor belts under the insulated incubator hood.

The Cardinal Point during the third week: from then on, the chicks can move down, which allows them access to the living area under the belts.

Older and bigger: more space
As the chicks age and grow, more space becomes available. First on the ground floor under the incubator hood, later also the right-hand part and eventually the covered foraging area, and possibly the outdoor free-range. The ground floor is the foraging area, which is fully equipped with conveyor belts for frequent refreshment of the litter. The covered foraging area is easily cleaned, once the chicks have been removed. The raised areas with perches that can be winched down provide additional space as well as a resting area that fit the natural behaviour of the chicken.

Comfortable breeding hood
Another old idea with a modern twist. Warm water flowing through long tubes, hanging in longitudinal direction under the incubator hood, keeps the chicks comfortably warm the moment they hatch from their eggs. Fresh water and food are supplied to the left and the right of these tubes. The incubator hood is adjustable in height and ventilation can be controlled via valves. The poultry farmer can walk underneath to check the area and can remove any dead chicks using a long pole. The incubator hood also serves as a primary heat source in subsequent growth phases. This is why it is always warmer under the hood than in the rest of the area and why each chick can always find a comfortable spot. For chicks that are sick, a separate sick bay can be easily set up under the incubator hood.

Plants, chicken and market
Variations on the Cardinal Point that combine plant crop production with broilers are possible. For example, by simply planting fruit or nut trees adjacent to the barn. Or more radically, by building a greenhouse directly adjoining the covered foraging area. This way, heat and nutrients can be exchanged between the two systems – which closes the cycle even further. Special attention, however, must be paid to the transmission of pathogens. A solution is offered by a helophyte filter that reuses biomass to generate energy, as a buffer between both cultivation systems. The combination of broiler and plant crop production also offers market opportunities. For example, by processing part of the nuts, herbs, fruits and vegetables grown on the farm in a WERELDelen™ meal.

Mushroom shelters
The high covered foraging area can actually be considered to be ‘outside’. Chicks, however, also like to have shade and shelter. Dark tinted strips in the otherwise transparent canopy provide shade. Special mushroom shelters offer shelter on the level of the chick. The mushrooms can be stacked and are easily removed when cleaning the foraging area.

Foraging area, a covered free-range, raised perches, conveyor belts and possibly a range/chicken run under the trees: from about three weeks of age, the chicks can use the entire space.

The Cardinal Point is positioned with its rear into the prevailing wind direction. On the northeast side there may be room for an outdoor free-range with trees, as shown in this variant where chicks can roam freely during their final weeks. Strictly speaking, this is extra space: the covered living area is large enough and offers all necessary functions.
A fresh wind
The main source of ventilation is the prevailing southwest wind. The fresh wind enters the Cardinal Point through a long, narrow air inlet along the lower side and is subsequently carried upwards along the sloped smooth ceiling by the Coandă effect. This air current, in turn, ensures a continuous air circulation throughout the entire barn, even without ventilators. In case of no wind or if the wind is blowing from a different direction, a small mechanical system is sufficient to generate the primary airflow. The chimney effect draws the used, warmer air up to the highest point, and the trees adjacent to the barn filter the dust.

Warmed by the sun
Solar collectors installed on the roof generate heat for the young chicks. Depending on their needs, the heated water is used directly or is temporarily stored in the earthen wall alongside the lower part of the barn and under the floor. This can be compared with underfloor heating: the water transfers heat through pipes under the incubator hood. And because only the small volume under the incubator hood needs to be heated, less energy is needed. Moreover, the conveyor belts on the floor provide added insulation.

Clean litter
In the foraging area, the litter, such as wood shavings, slowly becomes contaminated with chicken manure. In the Cardinal Point the litter can be removed regularly, for example once a day, and replaced by a fresh layer. An alternative is the litter cleaner, which separates the manure from the wood shavings in a drum using air circulation. After drying and UV-irradiation, the shavings can be returned to the barn. This way the chicks always have a clean, healthy foraging area and the production of fine dust particles and ammonia is considerably reduced.

Capture without stress
By minimising the use of hands, the chicks are ‘captured’ when they are ready for slaughter with as little stress as possible. The conveyor belts with the perches are slowly winched up and the raised areas are closed off with gates. Subsequently, the belts slowly transport most of the chicks out of the barn, where they are transferred into the truck via a second conveyor belt system.

The potential of the designs
Of course, the Sum of Parts and the Cardinal Point are still conceptual designs on paper and not accurate blueprints to start building tomorrow. The designs outline principles for sustainable broiler farming. They are, however, well thought-out and able to meet the sustainability objectives (pages 4 – 5). Their expected performance is discussed below. Subsequently we outline the ten keys to sustainability that are responsible for this performance.

1. Tasty, healthy, safe and valued products. With their own story
Slower growing chicks are often considered tastier than conventional chicken during tasting events. Both designs offer extremely good hygienic conditions. Frequent litter change and good management by the farmer ensure that Salmonella and Campylobacter are kept at a minimal level. The combination of a slower growing breed and hygienic conditions enable the use of less or virtually no antibiotics. This will prevent the survival of resistant and ESBL-producing bacteria. Moreover, both design concepts have a highly recognisable shape that can be easily matched with the marketing of the product.

2. Transparent to the community. Communicable, attractive companies in a transparent chain
Both designs are as open as possible, from the inside as well as from the outside. In the Sum of Parts, the entire growth process, from eggs to chicks ready for slaughter, is visible to the public. By having the eggs hatch on the farm itself the origin of the chicks is more easily traced. To be able to better trace the other aspects of the chain, other measures are needed such as a ‘Broiler ID’ and feed certification. A strong brand around the design makes this easier.

3. Pleasant to work in. And a collaborative supply chain
Fine dust particles, ammonia and capture by hand are the most important problems facing workers in present barn systems.
5. Healthy animals, resilient animals

Slower-growing chicks can invest more energy in developing resistance than their conventional fast-growing conspecifics. By letting them hatch from the egg in the barn and immediately offering them water and food, they will get through the first few critical days much better. They will get more exercise, especially in later growth phases, and therefore remain in good physical condition. The hygienic conditions in the barn – regular litter change, fresh air and being able to find warm areas – ensure that the amount of pathogens remains at a low enough level for the animals to be perfectly able to deal with that.

6. Less environmental impact

The local environmental impact of both designs is expected to be low. By regularly refreshing the litter, there is less ammonia and fine dust. In the Cardinal Point, the surrounding trees filter the fine dust particles from the air, which will limit emissions to the environment. In the Sum of Parts, the remaining fine dust particles and ammonia are purified from the air in the roof-ridge of the system, where heat is also recovered. With a different feed composition, the total environmental impact per kilogram of product can also compete with that of the conventional broiler housing system. This is possible, on the one hand, because the feed composition is less critical for a slower growing animal. And, on the other hand, by replacing conventional soy by sustainably produced soy, meat and bone meal or in the long term, by stabilised protein products from refined grass or insect meal. This can even reduce the environmental impact. Moreover, the advantage of these materials is that they can largely be produced regionally (in northwest Europe), which results in more balanced mineral cycles.

7. Economically viable

Both designs do not compete with current regular practice purely on cost price. The overall estimated additional costs per kilogram live weight is 30 per cent. At current prices (August 2011), this is about 28 eurocents per kilogram of live weight. The higher costs are especially due to the much lower stocking density, the longer life of the chicks and the more complex construction of the housing system. In the Sum of Parts, however, the lower stocking density is compensated for because the space is utilised much better over time. In both designs, the slower growth of the chicks requires feeding longer, but this slower growth also allows the use of feed that contains cheaper ingredients. Compared to the organic production of broilers, these systems are indeed highly competitive, while scoring as least as good in terms of animal welfare with lower environmental impact. In combination with a much smarter carcass value optimisation (see description of product concepts earlier in this brochure) it is possible to market super-sustainable broilers and broiler products at an additional cost that is acceptable to the environmentally conscious consumer. And without the use of antibiotics.

8. Robust and flexible

The designs are fairly robust with respect to daily disturbances. By opting for a slower growing chick, both systems are already much more resistant against pathogens and climatic fluctuations. The natural ventilation and the generation of renewable energy on the farm, make both designs also less sensitive to failing climate control systems or to failure of the energy supply. In contrast, disease management in the Sum of Parts constitutes a new challenge because of the multiple ages of the chicks. For example, the nurseries must continually be kept under positive pressure and must be accessed via special routes. By integrating a series of values, the designs are also fairly robust with respect to changes in societal concerns.

The designs are certainly flexible in some ways. For instance, an outdoor free-range can be added to both designs. The Sum of Parts offers a subtle palette of options to respond to changing market demands. The system can also be easily converted into an in all-out system. The Cardinal Point can be easily extended in length.

In other aspects, the designs are less flexible. The Sum of Parts cannot be expanded in terms of animal numbers and is dependent on a specific building location. Both designs require building investments with a significant depreciation period and are not as easily replaced by something else.

9. Standing out in the landscape or not?

Some buildings fit better into a certain landscape than others: this depends on the quality of the building and what the specific landscape itself has to offer. And sometimes it is better when a building does not stand out or, quite the opposite, actually adds a distinctive quality. The Sum of Parts with a dimension of almost one hectare and an open roof-ridge height of 9.9 meters and with its distinctive shape, approachability and openness will certainly stand out in a vast open landscape. It is a barn that can fit well in predominantly agricultural areas and in some mixed landscapes. The Cardinal Point, also a distinctive shape, can fit well in an open landscape and in landscapes with scattered tree rows.

Ten keys to sustainability

With ten design choices – the keys to sustainability – the designs of ‘Broilers with Taste’ attain a far-reaching level of sustainability. As the two designs show, these choices can be combined in many different ways. This means that integral sustainable systems can, in practice, look quite different. The design choices will continue to play an important role, as they meet several sustainability objectives at the same time.

1. A slower growing animal

The rapid growth of the current broiler is very efficient but leads to a variety of undesirable effects. Fragile health, an important reason for the extensive use of antibiotics. A body shape and weight that limits them in their final growth stages and impedes their natural behaviour such as foraging and perching. A very strict diet for mothers resulting in almost constant hunger because they are genetically inclined to overeat. But in order to produce fertilised eggs, they are prevented from doing so. In all existing alternative systems, slower growing breeds are selected, presently almost always the Hubbard JA757. This is already a big improvement. Ideal, however, would be a broiler that can move around unrestrictedly (a gait score of 0), with slower growing parents and that is well able to use feed streams with a low environmental impact (such as structure-rich feed and by-product feeds). This allows compensation for the lower environmental efficiency of longer growth.

A longer living chick is not an end in itself. It is a means to prevent important undesirable effects and (for some) to produce tastier meat.

2. Foraging in fresh litter

Broilers have a need to forage. This requires a suitable space in which there is plenty of opportunity for foraging. Litter such as wood shavings, flax chips or chopped straw can provide for this. In current systems, however, litter is also used for drying chicken manure and storing this in the barn. The chicks, therefore, live and forage in their own manure. This is problematic because this manure is one of the most important sources for fine dust particles, ammonia and pathogens. And without proper drying, the litter layer turns into a moist, acidic plaque where chicks can contract footpad lesions and breast blisters. In the designs, the litter is therefore regularly refreshed to minimise the presence of manure in the barn. The litter is refreshed in two ways. In the Cardinal Point, the entire foraging area is equipped with wide conveyor belts. At right when most of the chicks are perching, these can slowly remove the old litter while at the same time providing a clean layer of litter (see page 20). In the Sum of Parts, the foraging area is slightly sloped. The foraging chicks move litter and manure to the narrow conveyor belts in the middle part, which is then being removed during the night. The manure still dries in the barn but it is no longer stored there.
The conveyor belts also have a second function: in the end they are used to gently transport the chicks from the barn to a truck, without the intervention of human hands and crates. This prevents stress and damage from manual capture.

3. Clean litter
Refreshing the litter regularly does not mean more litter material. A much thinner layer will suffice, precisely because it is frequently refreshed. In addition, part of the removed litter can be separated from the manure in a special litter cleaning system and, after UV and fine dust particle treatment, be reused. Such a litter cleaner can use the difference in weight between manure and litter in a rotating drum or using moving air.

4. Climate zones
No two chicks have exactly the same need. The designs, therefore, leave climate control in part up to the chick by providing a variety of climate zones that differ in temperature and shelter. Combined with living areas at different heights, each chick has ample opportunity of finding an area that suits him or her best.

5. Separated functional areas
Eating, drinking, resting, foraging, playing and dust bathing: current broiler housing systems only have one area wherein chicks have to do all these things. The two designs offer spaces that provide specific areas for specific functions. This is good for the natural needs of the chicks, requires less surface area containing litter and minimises contact between chicks and their own manure.

6. More height means more space
To meet the needs of the broiler, almost twice the amount of space is needed than in conventional systems. This extra space is, in part, provided for in the designs by adding height. The building footprint, therefore, does not necessarily have to be twice as large. Elevated areas fit well with the natural behaviour of the chick. At night she prefers to roost on higher ground.

7. Various ages in one system
In the Sum of Parts chicks of all ages live together in one system. This ensures efficient use of the available space. In addition, the excess heat generated by the older animals can be used to keep the younger ones warm. Moreover, this enables a weekly delivery of fresh chicken. At the same time, such a ‘multi-age system’ is challenging from a veterinary point of view and has, therefore, completely vanished from the Netherlands. After all, it is hardly possible to thoroughly clean such a system at once and there is a risk that the vulnerable young chicks contract diseases from the older chicks. In the Sum of Parts the young chicks are kept in the nurseries situated in the inner core. With highly filtered and controlled incoming fresh air and a slight positive pressure with respect to the perimeter. Also, nurseries and segments can be properly cleaned individually.

Keeping different ages in one system may have its advantages but is not required for integral sustainability. In the Cardinal Point, therefore, the conventional all in all out principle was applied.

8. Eggs hatch on the premises
For a healthy chick it is essential to have fresh water and food available immediately after hatching. This is not the case in conventional breeding systems because not all chicks are hatching at the same time in the incubator. Several solutions exist already: the Hatchbrood, where the eggs hatch in a mini-barn with food and water, which can then be transported to the farm. Or the Patio™ system where the eggs hatch in the barn, directly above the final living area. The latter system offers the additional advantage that the eggs are transported and not the young chicks. In both designs, a similar approach is opted for. The eggs arrive on trays at the Sum of Parts nursery or at the Cardinal Point incubator hood several days before they hatch. Once they hatch, the chicks are just a small jump away from fresh water and food.

9. Younger and older chicks in different areas
Young broiler chicks do not yet need much space but they do need heat and this requires energy. In both designs, therefore, they are kept in a small, well-insulated area during the first weeks. This saves considerably on heating and ventilation costs since only a much smaller volume needs to be climate-controlled.
Older chicks, on the other hand, need much more space and need to lose their excess heat. At that age, both designs offer much larger, higher and naturally ventilated areas. In the Sum of Parts the excess heat can even be reused in the nursery.

10. As much natural ventilation as possible
Both designs are as open and transparent as possible to the public. And they both ensure that the broiler chick experiences the natural variation in weather outside as much as possible, even if they do not have a ‘real’ outdoor free-range. Natural ventilation technically fits this approach of transparency better than mechanical ventilation and also consumes – if well thought out – less energy. A major obstacle is that less expertise has been developed in natural ventilation because installers make less money than with mechanical ventilation systems.
Where do we go from here?

We started with the chain. And we showed you that integral sustainability requires changes in all parts of this chain, from breeding company and feed, to processing and consumption. ‘Broilers with Taste’ focuses on the broiler housing system and on the market. So, where do we go from here? It’s time to take the next steps: an invitation to continue.

Tastes change
Two generations ago, chicken was a luxury product that was only eaten on Sundays. Today, this is no longer true. It is actually the ease of preparation that makes chicken appealing to consumers. In the Dutch food culture, bones are not popular anymore, the tender pieces of meat are now preferred. Tastes change, although it often takes some time. While bone parts are less popular today, we believe that, if offered in an attractive way, they can become quite ‘trendy’. What helps is if the consumer will become more aware that a sustainable chicken is more than just a fillet. Retail and societal organisations can play an important role.

Develop product concepts and make them marketable
Preparing a tasteful concept meal is an art, but to produce a product concept on a large scale and market it is an immense task. If we want more than just a ‘fillet-with-a-label’, much work needs to be done.

Implementing one or more housing systems
The two designs are not blueprints that can only be implemented one way. On the contrary: experience shows that such designs must be iterated several times, whereby the ingenuity and practical insights of new parties are added. We happily welcome interested parties and support this process.

Managing the housing system
Even if the new more sustainable housing systems are in place, much can still be learned. All parts of the broiler housing system can be fine-tuned into a well-balanced composition. How often should the litter be removed to ensure good environmental and health conditions and acceptable costs of the litter? And will it be feasible to keep all the animals in a multi-age system healthy?

Innovate feed production
To create a healthy diet based on the least environmentally harmful raw materials is a challenge in itself. In the short term, it would be good to include meat and bone meal in the diet again and to experiment with more high-fiber materials and field beans. In the long term, algae and grass refinery offer opportunities.

To breed an even better chick
A chick that has complete freedom of movement to perform its natural behaviour in a challenging environment. A chick that can easily handle new, less environmentally harmful feed raw materials. And whose parents do not feel hungry anymore. And chicks where the males can easily be distinguished from the females.

Continue developing specific innovations
The designs contain various parts that must be further elaborated on and developed. Just consider a floor that consists entirely of conveyor belts, a litter cleaner, natural ventilation in the Cardinal Point according to the Coandă effect, the transport of chicks out of the barn on conveyor belts, and the generation, storage and release of energy. Not exactly high-tech but not exactly ready yet for implementation either.

Together we are strong
A tasty piece of chicken is the result of a joint effort of various parties throughout the entire production chain. Working together, from breeding company to retail, ensures the best quality. Solid partnerships also make it possible to tell the consumer a transparent story. This, in turn, reassures the consumer where the product comes from and that it is produced with utmost care.
There are several types of slower-growing brands of chicken on the Dutch market: the chicks.

Reducing the environmental impact of feed
The poultry sector is lobbying at the European level to allow meat and bone meal in broiler feed again. The Dutch feed industry also takes part in the ‘Round Table on Responsible Soy’.

To make the chain more transparent
The recently introduced Broiler ID that includes data on the chick’s origin is available to the broiler farmer and helps in reducing the use of antibiotics. The ‘Food Supply Chain Information’ (FCI) provides information on the housing conditions, including the health status of the chick, to the slaughterhouse.

Better animal health & fewer antibiotics
The poultry sector strives to ensure that not only the poultry farmer bears the financial risk in order to improve animal health, and that entrepreneurs who are making extra efforts for the prevention of diseases are being rewarded. The use of antibiotics is already being reduced by the Dutch ‘Masterplan Selective and Correct Use of Antibiotics’ wherein antibiotics use is centrally registered and monitored. Subsequently, those farmers that use large amounts of antibiotics are reprimanded in cooperation with the ‘Animal Drug Authority’. Presently, a one-to-one relationship with an IKB (‘Integrale KetenBeheersing’) – integral Chain Control) qualified veterinarian is required.

Less energy consumption
Several clever barn adjustments and systems, like the Terra Sea system, reduce energy consumption. Heating and cooling of incoming fresh air takes place using geothermal heat and recovered residual heat from ventilation air. The Smart Air Wall is an air-filled wall, which reduces the volume of air that needs to be heated in the barn during the early life of the chicks.

Slower-growing chicks
There are several types of slower-growing brands of chicken on the Dutch market: Volwaard, Pur & Eerlik, free-range chicken, free-range foraging chicken, Onze kip, Gildehoen, organic chicken, Kemper Kip and Label Rouge.

Chicks into space
Robert Nijkamp, broiler and dairy farmer in Raalte, Overijssel, has made an important contribution to the designs in ‘Broilers with Taste’. His search for improvements in the broiler housing system had actually started earlier: He experimented with an extra living layer in the barn to provide more living space for his animals. And with success, as he now added a second platform. His drive for innovation continues – he wants to participate in the creation of a Cardinal Point.

“When you are an entrepreneur, you want to take the necessary steps forwards, not to wait until legislation tells you what to do. For my business and for the entire sector, I see real opportunities for sustainability. This is already possible with simple adjustments, but sustainability always involves different aspects: animal welfare, barn climate, lower emissions etc. And sustainability should also be economically interesting and viable for entrepreneurs, otherwise it cannot be done by an individual. This is why partnerships are important. As an entrepreneur, I see real potential in the Cardinal Point and I would like to develop this concept on my land.

An attractive feature is that costs are kept under control, especially because of reduced energy consumption. The natural airflow makes ventilation simple, while heating and insulation are limited and are only applied where needed. On the other hand, keeping less chickens per square meter means higher costs for animal welfare. In the Cardinal Point these added costs are manageable. So, I would not be surprised if this barn concept can be really competitive.”

Stress-free, antibiotics-free
The use of antibiotics in livestock farming – and broiler farming in particular – has been under heavy fire in public opinion for some time. Within a short time, this has led to various initiatives in the broiler industry. And with success, it seems: antibiotics use has declined by 38 percent in 2010 compared to 2009. But this is still not enough. One of the initiatives is the project ‘Antibiotics-free Chains’ of InnovationNetwork.

Veterinarian Goossen van den Bosch on his role as coach in this project:
“Recently I visited a poultry farmer who was able to reduce his antibiotics use by 60 percent within one year. I asked him if he was happy with that. His reaction was that while he used to enter the barn whistling, he now often wonders what he will find there. Antibiotics have become standard; its use just crept in. If you stop using antibiotics, everything becomes more critical. As a farmer, you need to manage things right, clean your barn better, keep the barn warm. You need to focus on the chicks. If the chick can fulfill its needs in a natural way, it will be healthier. There will be less stress, which increases resistance and the chick’s immune system will become stronger. ‘Broilers with Taste’ offers the opportunity to investigate and design several housing systems that will reduce this stress.”

A star not?
The ‘Gildehoen’ chicken was the subject of fierce debate, including on foodlog.nl. Because the chicks do not have any open foraging area. They do, however, have more space and some enrichment, and a slightly longer life. This is why it was possible to drastically reduce the use of antibiotics. Feed manufacturer ForFarmers, hatchery Morren BV, slaughterhouse Esbro BV and packer InterChicken developed the concept. For InterChicken, the carcass value optimisation of this new concept was a challenge. Also the parts of the chicken that are more difficult to sell must be marketed with sufficient added value.

Yolande de Vries of InterChicken is trying to find a solution.
“Marketing sustainable products is quite a challenge. The issues are price and recognisability. Price, because the consumer wants to pay for animal-friendly meat (the environment is less important) but up to a certain limit. And recognisability: how do you know as a consumer, which chicken has led a sustainable life. For a more sustainable product, InterChicken buys whole flocks from poultry barns, so we actually buy the entire chicken: fillets, legs and wings. To be able to sell the legs and wings as well, with added value, you need product development as well as marketing. This means that you need to listen to the consumer. We have looked for partnerships within the chain – with the breeder, slaughterhouse, feed producer – in order to develop sustainable products and to ensure high-quality trajectories. This Cardinal Point housing system is certainly very interesting. ‘Broilers with Taste’ speeds up these kinds of thinking processes, provides much knowledge and lowers the threshold to seek collaboration and to push the limits.”

Earlier in this brochure, we praised the innovativeness of the broiler sector. And since many of the ideas of ‘Broilers with Taste’ have originated from the sector itself, it is not surprising that already many activities are taking place that will bring this approach a step closer. Below are a few striking examples.

What is happening already?
So, I would not be surprised if this barn concept can be really competitive.”
Many have contributed to ‘Broilers with Taste’!

‘Broilers with Taste’ has been an exploration in which many have contributed their ideas and enthusiasm, in different stages of the project. Parties within and outside the sector that are sympathetic towards sustainable broiler consumption. We are extremely grateful to all these people. Also in the future, we hope that these and others who think alike will meet again to further explore what sustainable poultry farming will look like in the future.

‘Broilers with Taste’ has been conducted in several phases. Special thanks to:

**Interviews**
- Henk Hulsbergen, PPE (Commodity Product Board for Poultry and Eggs)
- Gerard Albers, Hendrix Genetics
- Leo den Hartog, Nutreco
- Hans van der Vleuten, Probroed and Sluot
- Gert-Jan Oplaat, NVP (Dutch union of poultry farmers)
- Martine Onderdijk, Storteboom
- Peter Poortinga, Plukon
- Dirk Dreschler and Johan Nap, InterChicken
- Rob van de Straat, Albert Heijn
- André van Straaten and Maartje Onk

**Design Studio I**
- Samuel Levie and Geert van Wersch, the Green Peas

**Platform**
- Goossen van den Bosch, Goossen van den Bosch Consultancy
- Koos van Wissen, Ministry of EL&I
- Maartje van Opzeeland, Foodwatch Netherlands
- Jeroen Meijer, JAM
- Jeroen van Ruth, JVA Architecture

**Brooding session**
- Yolande de Vries, InterChicken
- Johan Kollenstart, Probroed

**Images & Communication**
- Fabian Brockkötter and Hans Bijleveld, poultry farm – Wouter Boog, JAM (visual thinking)
- Jelle van der Vegt, JAM (visual thinking)
- Thomas van Daalen, JAM
- Jeroen Meijer, JAM
- Jef de Jong, JAM
- Barbara van Male (video’s and newsletter Design Studios)

**Collective Workshop Systems Analysis**
- Gerard Albers, Hendrix Genetics
- Paul van Boekholt, Hubbard Nederland
- Hans van der Vleuten, Probroed and Sluot
- Jan Brok, NVP
- Peter Poortinga, Plukon
- Jan Workamp, Dutch Health Authority
- Ellen Hambrecht, Nutreco
- Cor van de Ven, Vencomatic
- Dirk Dreschler, InterChicken
- Ben Hermans, Natuur & Milieu
- Koos van Wissen, Ministry of EL&I
- Jef Pleumeekers, Poultry Veterinary Practice ‘de Achterhoek’

**Design Studio II**
- Samuel Levie & Geert van Wersch, the Green Peas

**Commissioned by**
- Ministry of Economic affairs, Agriculture and Innovation – Koos van Wissen and Maartje Onk

Join in and fly with us!
‘Broilers with Taste’ is not nearly finished. This brochure is an invitation to parties within and outside the sector to spread their sustainable wings and to continue along this flight path.

From within the project, we like to help along. For instance, by setting up follow-up projects and seeking funding. Or by offering advice and guidance to professional networks. Or by bringing parties together and to experiment in practical situations and to learn from each other.

This brochure describes the main issues of what has been achieved during the project ‘Broilers with Taste’. More information and background is available via: www.pluimveemetsmaak.wur.nl
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Broilers with Taste
at a glance

What?
‘Broilers with Taste’ is an exploration towards sustainable broiler production as well as consumption.

Who?
This exploration is a joint undertaking of representatives from the entire sector and societal organisations who are searching for an integral design, a coherent whole. The ball for sustainable broilers does not lie in the court of just one party. Changes and shared values are needed in the entire chain – from breeding company to retail – so that all parties together can seize the opportunity for sustainability and set the chain in motion.

How?
With the help of surveys, meetings, interviews and two design studios, various parties in the chain have been brought together and were inspired by the team ‘Designs for System Innovations’ of Wageningen University UR. Participants explored obstacles and needs, established sustainability objectives, formulated definitions, created designs. The essence lies in joint exploration. Livestock farming appears to be full of contradictions. When searching for solutions rather than tackling existing problems, much more appeared to be possible. And shared responsibility became much more evident.

Where to?
The participants in ‘Broilers with Taste’ broadly agreed on the objectives. Sustainability in the broiler sector needs to continuously benefit the broiler itself, the poultry farmer, the consumer and the environment. A valued, future-proof and profitable production system in which healthy animals are being raised under ideal animal welfare conditions in a very environmentally friendly way, rooted in a transparent production chain in which people like to work.

And the results?
The report of the learning process of ‘Broilers with Taste’ contains the following:
1. Sustainable objectives
2. Chain in motion
3. The market, with product lines that include more than just the chicken fillet
4. Design according to need: chick, broiler farmer and consumer
5. Detailed designs: the Sum of Parts and the Cardinal Point. What does a broiler farm look like that is good for man, animal and environment?
6. Ten keys to sustainability
7. Now & Later: Where to go from here? What is already happening?

The results show that sustainable broiler production is possible!

What is ‘Broilers with Taste’? An approach, a project, an exploration, a vision, a learning process ...? ‘Broilers with Taste’ is all of that, with a focus on integral sustainable broiler production. The results are meant to inspire and eventually put ideas into practice.

This brochure is part of the results of the project ‘Broilers with Taste’, which has been carried out by Livestock Research of Wageningen University and Research Centre (Wageningen UR) and was commissioned by the Dutch Ministry of Economic affairs, Agriculture and Innovation within the research programme ‘Verduurzaming veehouderij door keteninnovaties’ (BO-12.02-001-050.02).